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IS GOLD THE ULTIMATE

RECESSION HEDGE
BY RONALD-PETER STOEFERLE, MANAGING PARTNER, INCREMENTUM

In Q4 2018, stock investors were
brutally reminded that volatility
could in fact experience sudden
and unexpected surges. Emerging
growth worries as well as concerns
about the sustainability of the fiscal
situation have re-entered the discourse
among market participants. Former
Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen
has even taken back her infamous
statement that she did not expect
a new financial crisis in her lifetime
and now sees “gigantic holes in
the system”1,2
Times have changed in the 10th year of
economic boom. While no new financial
crisis may be looming on the horizon
yet, economic expectations have
continuously deteriorated in recent
months3. It appears that signals of a
US recession are slowly increasing.

INVESTORS ARE
LOOKING FOR SAFE
HAVENS IN TIMES OF
CRISIS, AND GOLD IS
THE CLASSICAL
SAFE-HAVEN ASSET

The Federal Reserve’s recession indicator currently indicates a
recession probability of 27.5% for April 20204. In the past 30 years,
whenever this figure has been so high a recession set in during the
following two months. Moreover, the yield curve – which has the best
track record for recession forecasts – also clearly confirms that the
recession clouds on
the horizon are getting
darker.

BUT WHAT WILL
HAPPEN THIS
TIME AS CLOUDS
GATHER ON
THE ECONOMIC
HORIZON?

27.5%

THE FEDERAL RESERVE’S
RECESSION INDICATOR
CURRENTLY INDICATES
A RECESSION PROBABILITY
OF 27.5% FOR APRIL 20204

The two most recent
recessions (2000 and
2008) led the Fed to
cut its interest rates
by 500 basis point5.
At the moment, the
Fed funds rate stands at 2.25%-2.50%. The potential for interest
rate cuts thus appears to be severely limited, unless one were to turn
to the last resort of imposing negative interest rates. Former Treasury
Secretary Larry Summers considers a 500 basis-point margin to be
absolutely necessary to effectively combat a recession6. Kenneth
Rogoff makes this point unequivocally: “One day we will get a new
severe financial crisis, and then we could need negative interest rates
of minus six or minus five percent to get out of the crisis quickly.7”

1. See “Fed’s Yellen expects no new financial crisis in ‘our lifetimes’”, Reuters, 27 June 2017. 2. See “Yellen sieht Gefahr neuer Finanzkrise” (“Yellen sees risk of new financial crisis”),
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 12 December 2018. 3. For example, the EU Commission has recently cut its growth forecast for the Eurozone for 2019 from 1.9% to 1.3%, see European
Commission: European Economic Forecast. Winter 2019. 7 February 2019. Global economic growth, too, continues to weaken. The World Bank expects only 2.9% now (previously 3.0%), see
“Darkening Prospects: Global Economy to Slow to 2.9 percent in 2019 as Trade, Investment Weaken”, The World Bank, 8 January 2019; “European Economic Forecast – Winter 2019”, EU
Commission, February 2019 4. www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/predicting-recession-probabilities-using-the-slope-of-the-yield-curve-20180301.htm. 5. The Fed cut its interest
rates by an average of 5.5 percentage points in the nine recessions since the mid-1950s, a level that is impossible now given the current low rates – unless negative rates are on the table. 6.
See “Summers Warns the Biggest Economies Are Not Prepared for Another Recession”, Bloomberg, 18 June 2018. 7. “Star-Ökonom für Minuszinsen von bis zu sechs Prozent” (“Star economist
for negative interest rates of up to six percent”), welt de, 18 September 2016 (our translation).
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Although this
may come as
Gold Start
Gold End
Change
a surprise,
Decade
(USD/oz)
(USD/oz)
(%)
there is no
internationally
11/1973 - 03/1975
100
178
78.0%
standardised
01/1980 - 07/1980
512
614
20.0%
definition
of the term
07/1981 - 11/1982
422
436
3.3%
‘recession’.
07/1990 - 03/1991
352
356
1.0%
Whereas the
03/2001 - 11/2001
266
275
3.5%
decline of real
GDP for two
12/2007 - 06/2009
783
930
18.8%
subsequent
Mean
20.8%
quarters is
considered
Source: Incrementum AG
a technical
recession in
NOW WHAT DOES THAT MEAN
the euro area, recessions are determined
FOR GOLD INVESTORS?
differently in the US. According to the
In our previous, In Gold We Trust report, we
National Bureau of Economic Research
already answered the question: “How does
(NBER), an economy is in recession if a
the gold price perform in recessions?” The
significant decline in economic activity
short answer was: “Very well!”
seizes the majority of the economy and
lasts for several months. Indicators are,
GOLD PERFORMANCE
among others, trends in GDP,
DURING US
12 MONTHS
real income, employment
RECESSIONS
PASSED FROM THE and industrial production.
The reasoning behind this
ACTUAL START OF It is worth mentioning that
performance seems logical.
tumbling stock markets
THE RECESSION
On the one hand, investors
are not taken into account
TO
ITS
OFFICIAL
are looking for safe havens
in assessing whether the
DIAGNOSIS
BY
THE
in times of crisis, and gold
economy is in a recession
NATIONAL
BUREAU
is the classical safe-haven
or not.
OF
ECONOMIC
asset. On the other hand,
RESEARCH
many investors will anticipate
monetary and fiscal stimuli,
and buy gold for inflation protection.
GOLD PERFORMANCE DURING US RECESSIONS

For investors, the problem with both definitions
is that a recession is usually only diagnosed
once the economy is already past the worst.
The deep recession in the aftermath of the
Great Financial Crisis of 2007/2008 is a
case in point. An unbelievable 12 months
passed from the actual start of the
recession to its official diagnosis by
the National Bureau of Economic Research.

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE FOUR PHASES
Phase 1: the run-up
The run-up phase is defined as the short
period of time that marks the transition from
the economic boom phase to recession. It
is also characterised by the transition from
falling, but still positive, growth rates to
negative growth rates. Another feature of the
run-up phase is the continued increase in
consumer prices. This should not surprise
anyone who is familiar with the Austrian
Business Cycle Theory. In the preceding
boom phase, loose monetary policy will
have incited additional investments whose
completion now requires additional, but
often not directly accessible, resources.

We wanted to analyse the development of
gold and stock prices throughout recessions
with more granularity.
Therefore, we have subdivided all recessions
since 1970 into four phases:
• Phase 1: the run-up (one quarter before
the recession hits)
• Phase 2: unofficial recession (the period
from the outbreak of the recession to the
official release of the GDP growth figures
by the statistics office – assumption: one
quarter)

SEQUENCE OF PHASES

• Phase 3: official recession
• Phase 4: last quarter of the recession

PHASE 3

Official recession

PHASE 1
Run-up
phase

PHASE 2
Unofficial
recession

Outbreak
of recession
Source: Incrementum AG
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Release of
GDP figures

PHASE 4

Last quarter
of recession
End of
recession
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This leads to higher rates of price increases,
which were not anticipated during the
investment decision-making process.
The leaps in prices point up the economic
inefficiency of some investment projects.
These need to be suspended or written
off, heralding the recession.

TO THIS EXTENT, GOLD
AND THE US DOLLAR
SEEM TO HAVE LIVED
UP TO THEIR REPUTATION
AS SAFE HAVENS

Phase 2: unofficial recession
The unofficial recession phase stretches
from the actual beginning of the recession to the official
announcement of the recession. This period of time, which
typically lasts about one quarter, is particularly interesting
because, at this point, the recessionary shrinking of the
economy has not been officially confirmed. The emerging
recession is supported only by leading indicators such as
surveys, but not by hard facts. At this point, it is still unclear
whether the economy will only be taking a breather or an
actual recession is imminent.

An analysis of the data immediately reveals that both
gold and the US dollar index have posted gains on
average during the official recession phases: gold
was up 20.2% (see table below) and the US dollar
appreciated by 4.2%. To this extent, gold and the
US dollar seem to have lived up to their reputation
as safe havens. We can also see that the monetary
policy of the central bank during this phase was clearly
expansionary. The effective Fed funds rate decreased
across all the recessions we analysed.

Phase 4: the final quarter of the recession
Phase 4 spans the final quarter of the recession. It is a fair
assumption to make that, at this point, the stock market has already
anticipated that the recession is ending. Also, by this late stage of the
recession, drastic measures in monetary and fiscal policy will have
been taken in reaction to the crisis.
Low interest rates and fiscal stimulus measures create a sense of
optimism in the market even if they often fail to remedy the underlying
cause of the crisis.

Phase 3: official recession
The third phase is the official recession. It covers the entire
duration of the recession, i.e. from the beginning of phase 2
to the end of phase 4.

OVERVIEW: PERFORMANCE OF THE S&P 500 AND GOLD, IN USD AND EUR, IN %, 1970-2018
S&P 500

Gold in USD

Gold in EUR

Recession
duration

Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
3

Phase
4

Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
3

Phase
4

Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
3

Phase
4

1st Recession

Q1/1970 Q4/1970

-1.8%

-4.6%

-7.0%

7.0%

-8.9%

-6.6%

0.0%

5.9%

N/A

4.6%

11.1%

3.0%

2nd Recession

Q1/1974 Q1/1975

-8.0%

0.3%

-15.0%

16.6%

-10.9%

58.5%

89.7%

-1.1%

7.2%

51.8%

51.0%

-6.2%

3rd Recession

Q2/1980 Q3/1980

7.1%

-2.1%

7.7%

10.0%

70.1%

-22.8%

-5.9%

21.8%

27.5%

0.5%

20.2%

-1.6%

4 Recession

Q4/1981 Q4/1982

-7.4%

2.9%

12.8%

15.9%

-14.6%

0.8%

1.2%

14.2%

2.6%

-4.8%

21.0%

10.4%

5th Recession

Q4/1990 Q1/1991

-10.7%

-0.1%

13.8%

13.9%

7.1%

-3.3%

-7.9%

-4.7%

4.6%

-9.3%

-12.2%

-3.6%

6th Recession

Q2/2001 Q4/2001

-5.7%

1.3%

-8.1%

0.5%

-1.5%

3.8%

5.4%

1.3%

-0.8%

8.3%

5.5%

-4.4%

7 Recession

Q1/2008 Q2/2009

0.5%

-10.2%

-50.4%

-18.0%

21.6%

14.3%

16.3%

24.0%

2.2%

12.2%

31.4%

19.8%

Average:

-3.9%

-1.9%

-10.5%

5.9%

6.1%

4.1%

20.2%

8.3%

6.8%

7.6%

22.8%

2.1%

th

th
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Therefore, one would
expect stocks to pick
up momentum and
perform positively in
the final phase.

GOLD POSTED
SIGNIFICANT AVERAGE
GAINS ACROSS THE
ENTIRE RECESSIONARY
CYCLE BOTH IN US
DOLLARS AND IN EUROS
IN EVERY PHASE

CONCLUSION
• Recession risks are significantly higher than discounted by the
market. The last two recessions, in 2000 and 2008, prompted the
Federal Reserve to cut interest rates by 550 and 525 basis points
respectively, and in the nine recessions since the mid-1950s, by
an average of 550 basis points.

The table on page 25
contains the performance
of gold and the S&P 500
during the four different
phases of seven different recessions. We have also added the
performance of gold in euros.

• The lower the key interest rate set by the central bank, the lower
the opportunity costs of holding gold compared to investing in
bonds or holding money in a bank account. Lower interest rates
should thus support the gold price.
• In the event of a downturn, negative interest rates, a new round of
QE and the implementation of even more extreme monetary policy
ideas (e.g. MMT)
are to be expected.

Remarkably, gold posted significant average gains across the entire
recessionary cycle both in US dollars and in euros in every phase,
whereas stocks (as measured by the S&P 500) recorded profits only
in the final stage of the recessions. Thus, gold managed very well
to compensate for the stock losses in phases 1, 2 and 3. Also,
the higher the losses of the S&P 500, the better gold performed.

• As holding gold does not imply facing a counterparty risk, gold is
a safeguard against a credit default crisis, which does not only
annihilate liabilities but also financial assets and to the same extent.
• In case of a significant surge in (consumer price) inflation, gold
protects against the concomitant loss in purchasing power.
This was the case in the 1970s and early 1980s in the US, and
more recently in Venezuela and Turkey. But even in times of
acceptable inflation, i.e. around 2% per year, gold fulfils its task as
a protection shield against the loss in purchasing power over the
medium term.

In summary, gold has been excellent at offsetting stock losses during
recessions. Thus, we would expect gold to record substantial gains
and act as a hedge against bear stock markets in the future as
well. However, we are less optimistic about bonds, the classic stock
diversifier. High debt, the zombification of the economy and monetary
policy that is still very loose by historical standards combine to
undermine the ability of bonds to act as a stock diversifier. Therefore,
gold is positioned to remain an indispensable component of the
portfolio in the future, as it lets the investor navigate stressful
passages in the market with relative ease.

• Given this scenario, we think that gold harbours better opportunities
than bonds with respect to its future suitability as a stock diversifier.
The following simple relationship holds true for bear stock markets –
the looser the monetary policy, the better for gold.

WE WOULD EXPECT GOLD TO RECORD

SUBSTANTIAL GAINS
AND ACT AS A HEDGE AGAINST BEAR
STOCK MARKETS IN THE
FUTURE AS WELL.

Ronnie is a managing partner at
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report. Over the years, the In Gold We Trust report
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publications on gold, money and inflation.
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in Vienna, and he also speaks at Wiener Börse Akademie (i.e. the
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